Speech technology is becoming commonplace. Traditional telephony based interactive voice systems have been joined by virtual assistants and navigation systems to create a broad ecosystem of voice enabled technologies. Prosody is an essential component to human communication, but machines still lag in their ability to understand information communicated prosodically and to produce human-like intonation.
Introduction
Speech technology is expanding into the public space at a remarkable pace. Prosody is a fundamental element of speech, and ought to be a fundamental element of speech technology.
Prosody research has made significant strides in explaining a wide range of prosodic phenomena both in terms of their acoustic realizations and their communicative functions. However, there are still significant gaps in our understanding of prosody, and techniques to leverage this information to speech technology. This paperposes nine challenges aimed to narrow these gaps. These challenges are motivated by the current state-of-the-art, though some are perennial and fundamental to prosody research more broadly, other are specific to current technological approaches and applications. While these three areas have significant overlap, the challenges are roughly organized around Data, Theory and Technology.
The Data: Regarding prosodic data, two limitations involve the amount of available data for investigation (Section 2.1) and in developing technology based using material from descriptive and domain-specific corpus studies (Section 2.2). There are a few approaches to generating more available prosodically labeled data. The first is to share more data. The second is to make annotation less resource intensive. The third is to algorithmically generate more data, data augmentation. There are some novel ways to address these traditional challenges. First, transfer learning, including "one-shot" learning, facilitates learning from one domain and leveraging these insights to another. This presents an opportunity to use small amounts of speech collected for a specific investigation in broader applications.
The Theory: The expanding range of speech applications is rapidly moving technology into scenarios where theory doesn't provide comprehensive guidance as to how information is communicated via prosody. There is a clear technological need to expand theories of prosody to describe the kind of speech that appears in dyadic conversations (Section 3.1). Second, prosody communicates multiple elements of information simultaneously. Most formal theory is under specified when it comes to describing how these aspects interact (Section 3.2). Finally, by increasing the users of speech technology, the number of non-native speakers necessarily grows. If a deployed system is overly dependent on native speech, its overall performance suffers. While there is good work on the prosody of emerging bilinguals, more is still needed to fully understand how these populations use prosody in communication (Section 3.3).
The Technology: Prosody research has had a significant impact in improving the naturalness of speech synthesis, and has found some successes improving information extraction from speech, speech assessment and extracting affect. However, speech technology does not broadly include prosodic information and there is still a gap between the information that humans and machines garner from prosody. Prosodic research can continue to make it easier to incorporate prosodic analysis into their systems. Tools need continued development to facilitate this. (Section 4.1). Speech synthesis poses two specific issues. First, the evaluation of prosodic assignment modules fails to account for the existence of multiple "correct" or equally natural productions of an utterance (Section 4.2). Second, end-toend speech synthesis forgoes any explicit modeling of prosody. The challenges for prosody research here is to provide reliable prosodic control in an end-to-end framework, and to determine if this kind of framework can be used to promote understanding of the underlying prosodic phenomena (Section 4.3). Finally, a major challenge to prosody research is to demonstrate value to speech recognition (Section 4.4).
To summarize, the nine challenges are: #1 Make More Share more data There is not a lot of publicly available data that has been prosodically annotated. Notable exceptions include the Boston University Radio News Corpus [2] , The Boston Directions Corpus [3] , C-PROM (in French) [4] , DIRNDL (in German) [5] . However, individual research labs, both in industry and academia, have annotated material under a constellation of annotation standards that are not shared broadly. There are a number of arguments offered for why this data isn't shared: It is too valuable. This may be valuable to the business, or valuable to the researchers if, say, the data has been collected and annotated, but there are still papers or dissertations yet to be completed based on it. We're still collecting data, we're still cleaning the annotations. We have a very limiting view that once a corpus is published that it is "final" and perfect. Although it has been used by many prosody researchers, the Boston University Radio News Corpus contains incomplete annotation, and a number of errors. As much as we hope they would be, annotations are almost never error free and data collections can always be expanded. It is too small, who would be interested. While possibly true, it is. I don't want to open up the work to criticism. This is troubling, but real. If an annotation is corrected or other errors found, a paper's findings can be undermined, and a research plan can be derailed. While we would like science to welcome criticism, there are real risks to the careers of researchers if their work is undervalued and dismissed. This is similar to the incentives and biases that can lead to statistically significant results being initially published, that subsequently fail to be reproduced [6] .
I have previously advocated for a rethinking of how we treated corpora and their annotations [7] . By showing that some of the most famous corpora in Speech and NLP have errors, this work suggested that the community treat errors as the norm, and facilitate their correction. Version control as used in software engineering was proposed as a mechanism to do that. Reciprosody, developed by Reza, Rosenberg, Hirschberg, and Shattuck-Hufnagel, is a prototype web application that can provide an interface to an SVN backend to support this kind of support to share and maintain annotated corpora. For a number of reasons, this work has not yet resulted in a deployed and vibrant resource. However, the source code is available at github.com/fahmidur/reciprosody, and the needs for such a resource remain.
Reduce the Cost of Annotation It can take expert annotators up to an hour to annotate one minute of speech with full ToBI labels [8] . This does not include the cost of training an annotator, reconciliation of disagreements between annotators or labeler fatigue. To address this, Cole et alia developed Rapid Prosody Transcription (RPT) [9, 10, 11] . Under this approach, multiple listeners (between 10 and 20) assess the presence of prosodic phrase boundaries and prominences. Through a number of studies of this paradigm, RPT has been demonstrated that crowdsourcing is a viable platform to generate high quality annotations, at least of limited, and clearly describable phenomena. RPT's viability has been demonstrated on the most narrow the presence of prominence and phrasing. It remains to be shown that this kind of annotation can be extended to more nuanced distinctions, like contrastive stress or phrase ending types, but this should be taken as a viable proof of concept suggesting that high quality labeling might be available from non-expert participants. Marketplaces like AMT or Crowdflower might provide a sufficient pool of annotators assuming the annotation task is simple enough. While RPT is not likely to replace detailed, expert annotation, it can serve as a valuable approach to lower the cost of annotation, in situations where this degree of annotation is not necessary, or as a first pass annotation before more detailed annotation is complete.
Be inspired by Active Learning It's easier to collect data than it is to annotate it. It is common to believe that a corpus isn't useful until it is "complete". However, a significant amount of work is done on partially annotated corpora. This can be facilitated by active learning-like approaches to annotation. Active learning provides a framework to identify which data would be most valuable to annotate. Many active learning approaches involve training a classifier on a small amount of data, and using its predictions to generate a score describing how valuable a label for a particular instance would be [12] . This is typically characterized in terms of informativeness and representativeness of the unlabeled data. These qualities are related to the complementary characteristics of exploration and exploitation in reinforcement learning [13] .
There is a good amount of work that discusses the merits of different strategies for active learning broadly. For prosody specifically, Fernandez and Ramabhadran showed that a variety of measures yield performance over a random baseline [14] . While there is nuance as to which measure is best, the differences are not all that large. This work has been reproduced in the prediction of phrase boundary in Chinese by Zhao and Ma [15] .
When considering a new task, developing a full-blown active learning strategy may be out of scope. Incorporating machine learning into the annotation pipeline incurs a significant amount of overhead. Labs that perform data collection and annotation may not have appropriate expertise here. Even if it is available, is may be overkill for small collections. However, ap-plying an active learning-inspired approach can be valuable for even moderately sized collections. There are approaches to assess the potential value of data that have lower resource requirements than classifier training. For example, in a spontaneous speech collection, it might be useful to start annotating speakers for whom there is the most data available. This can allow for a single speaker analysis to be performed prior to speaker independent studies. Alternately, it may be more valuable to annotate a small amount of data across many speakers. A quick analysis of data can omit utterances that are short, or contain no speech. Even simple approaches can speed up annotation efforts delivering more value quicker.
Algorithmically Create More Data Even with the approaches described above, research is limited by the amount of data available. Recently, Fernandez and Rosenberg investigated the use of label-preserving transformations for data augmentation [16] . This is a common activity in the vision community, where scaling, translation and rotation transformations are applied to images generating copies of the training data while preserving the label. A horse, is still a horse, even when the image is scaled, translated or rotated. For prosody, we need to identify transformations that maintain the prosodic content of speech while modifying other aspects. For this work, we looked to voice transformation to improve robustness to speaker differences. The GSVT voice transformation approach that we used maintained the duration of an utterance, but allowed for the transformation of pitch range, pitch scale, and voice quality. This algorithm can easily generate signals that are unintelligible. We identified seven configurations that sounded enough like human speech and maintained the prosody of the original speech. By increasing the training data by a factor of eight in this way, we showed that detection of prominence (pitch accent) and intonational phrase boundaries could be improved by a relative reduction of error of 4.75% and 8.74% in a speaker independent setting. In combination with out-of-domain speech from another corpus (data pooling), data augmentation reduced pitch accent detection errors by 8.15% and phrase detection errors by 6.89%. It remains to be shown that this data augmentation approach via prosody preserving transformations can be applied successfully to other prosodic analysis and synthesis tasks.
Challenge #2: Bridge the Gap Between Experimental Data and Broadly Applicable Technology
Prosody researchers need to make a decision between laboratory speech that may be prompted or elicited in some way or using found, naturally occurring, more ecologically valid [17] , speech. Both have value in empirical studies, but it can be challenging to use the data collected in a lab to train models that are robust enough to naturally occurring speech. When using naturally occurring data, there can still be important differences between the source and content of the material in training a model to be used elsewhere.
Lab speech has its obvious merits for empirical studies, descriptive statistics, and hypothesis testing. However, controlling for confounds can create an unnatural setting for speech, leading to spoken material that is dissimilar from naturally occurring speech. Moreover, the speech collected in laboratory studies can be quite small, sometimes as few as tens of utterances. This can be sufficient to investigate a theoretical hypothesis. From a technological perspective, there is a significant challenge in incorporating these findings and this data into a trainable model fo some sort.
Typically machine learning algorithms require many examples for training. This can leave narrow lab-speech collections to be useful as examples more than training data. In this case, the best way to leverage findings from lab speech is as inspiration, guiding feature extraction and pointing to directions of meaningful variation that can be verified in a larger datasets that are closer to the material the application will be interacting with. However, in the last few years there has been an uptick in "oneshot learning" [18, 19, 20] . The goal of this research direction is to adapt a system trained on a large amount of data to model a new or related phenomenon with very little data. Much of this work is in the vision domain, but there are applications to voice conversion [21] and learning to synthesize novel words (segmental pronunciation) [22] . While there do not seem to be applications of this approach to prosody, this offers a possible route to leverage very few examples of, say, laboratory, speech into a broader application.
However, there are instances where elicited laboratory speech is more substantial. This is the case in a number of elicited speech tasks, including the AMI meeting corpus [23] and the Boston University Radio News Corpus [2] , and the CSC Deceptive Speech Corpus (CSC) [24] . In these cases, the material is elicited in a way as to approximate how people would speak, but there are still some contrivances -artificial speaker roles in AMI, controlled incentives for deception in CSC, etc. In these cases, there is sufficient data to train a reliable model of prosodic phenomena. However, the domain difference between these corpora and naturally occurring speech remains an issue. When considering, for example, ToBI labeled speech, we can see clear corpus differences when training a speaker independent model to predict ToBI labels on one corpus and testing on another [25] . The two evaluated corpora are dialog speech from the Columbia Games Corpus [26] and monolog speech from the Boston Directions Corpus [3] . Average pitch accent detection performance shows a 5% relative increase in error due in cross corpus evaluation. Intonational phrase boundary detection is somewhat more robust, revealing a 2% degradation of f-measure in the cross-corpus condition. Rosenberg et al. [?] show similar results for phrase break assignment from text finding particular limitations in the assignment of phrase ending tones in a cross-corpus setting. The source of these errors could be differences between speaking styles, speaker identities, recording conditions, lexical interactions, or idiosyncrasies of the labelers who generated the gold-standard labeling.
Domain adaptation and transfer learning are machine learning approaches that seek to improve the performance of an existing model to a new domain or new task. Unsupervised adaptation requires some speech in the target domain, but no labels. Ananthakrishnan and Narayanan demonstrated the effectiveness of such an approach to improve pitch accent detection using either a language model or acoustic by 13.8% and 4.3%, respectively [27] Sanchez et al. showed that a similar approach can improve performance of emotion recognition, using lab speech to improve recognition of emotions displayed in 911 emergency calls with a 15% reduction of error [28] . Cuendet applied these techniques to sentence segmentation reducing the NIST error rate by 3.7% through including out-of-domain data [29] . These results suggest that while domain differences remain a concern, there are available approaches to limit the impact on overall performance.
Alternately a researcher can use totally found speech -material that is generated for some other purpose and analyzed for its prosodic content. Examples of this approach include analyses of TED Talks (e.g. [30] ) and Supreme Court arguments (e.g. [31] ). Applying findings from this material may also suffer from domain mismatch, requiring transfer learning and other normalization similar to elicited lab speech. There are still further complications from using found speech. Naturally occurring speech is even more varied in terms of speakers, recording conditions, topics, speaking styles, etc. This requires additional levels of robustness to speaker and channel differences. In addition to the domain adaptation approaches described previously, there are some good approaches to promoting robustness to lowlevel feature extraction. The some approaches here include normalization of pitch and intensity contours, appropriate hyperparameter setting for acoustic analyses (e.g. [32] ), and task driven feature modification like i-vectors, and its predecessor UBM-MAP and Joint Factor Analysis (e.g. [33] ).
There is an additional issue in using found material. Researchers in prosody (and many other fields) are typically in edge cases and irregular phenomena rather than the realizations of common behaviors. This bias toward the uncommon is necessary to refine underspecified theories and promote a more thorough understanding. It's also a common trait of human cognition to overweight the importance (and the frequency) of uncommon events [34, 35] . This leads us place more value on understanding rare phenomena, i.e. edge cases, by overestimating their likelihood, and their importance. If a phenomenon occurs in 1% of utterances, it will require 100-times more found speech than lab speech to obtain material for investigation. This multiplicative factor increases again once quality control considerations come into effect. Is it necessary to analyze only a single speaker? Do utterances with disfluencies need to be omitted? How much control over phonetic context is necessary? It is not unreasonable to hypothesize that it might take orders of magnitude more data to match the conditions obtained in lab speech in a found context.
The Theory
This discussion of challenges in prosodic theory is driven by technological needs. Humans extract a wealth of information from the speech signal via prosody. Achievement of humanlike speech understanding requires human-like assessment of prosody. Synthesis of human-like speech requires synthesis of human-like prosody.
Speech enabled technologies are becoming more and more commonplace. The broad application of conversational agents is driving technological needs in terms of prosodic analysis and appropriate synthesis. There are three aspects of prosodic theory that could provide valuable insight to applications. First, effective conversation involves a wealth of pragmatics and paralinguistics (Section 3.1). While the theory literature is fairly robust when it comes to the relationship between prosody and syntax and semantics, the relationship between prosody and pragmatics and paralinguistics has been less thoroughly explored. Second, formal prosodic theory largely eschews differing sources of prosodic variation in its description (Section 3.2). Since multiple orthogonal elements of information are communicated prosodically, it is challenging to disentangle their influences on prosodic contours and events. Third, conversational agents and other speech technology frequently engage with emerging bilingual speakers. These speakers demonstrate prosody that is influenced by their native language and the spoken language. This makes prosodic analysis of non-native speech uniquely challenging (Section 3.3).
Challenge #3: Develop and Expand Pragmatic Theories of Prosody to Describe Conversational Phenomena
There is a vast and varied array of information that is communicated prosodically. There are speaker identity qualities ranging from gender, accent/dialect/native language, age and other social signifiers. These are relatively stable over time and context. Speaker state characteristics are more transitory. These can include whether the speaker is congested, affect like anger, nervousness, and joy. Some personality traits (like charisma) are assessed in a context specific way to suggest that they are more like speaker-state than speaker-identity. At a still lower temporal resolution are utterance level effects covering the perlocutionary and illocutionary forces. These include information pertaining to dialog acts and discourse structuring and qualities like sarcasm and humor which have both pragmatic and paralinguistic qualities. Finally, we get to the most narrowly defined prosodic information: prominence, and phrasing. These impact syntax, and the semantic and pragmatic meaning of an utterance, by informing focus, information status, segmentation, syntactic attachment and scope. The ease in which lay people appreciate these qualities speaks to their ubiquity and necessity within human communication.
Pragmatic and paralingusitic information is essential in the kind of dyadic conversation that conversational agents engage in. Systems need to be able to assess a speaker's intention, what is being asked about, or for, whether a speaker has moved to a new topic, whether they are angry, content or confused. While there is evidence that this information is communicated, in part, via prosody, additional formal and functional theory is necessary to effectively describe how these qualities impact prosodic realization. A theory that covers conversational phenomena may be more complicated for three reasons: 1) the interaction with lexical content is difficult to disentangle. It is relatively easy to construct lexically ambiguous examples of broad and narrow focus. The relative importance of prosody and therefore its markedness may vary in lexically prescriptive (e.g. wh-questions) and ambiguous contexts (e.g. declarative questions) 2) conversational behavior spans utterances and interacts with turn-taking. Discourse structure frequently spans utterance boundaries. Much formal prosodic theory does not include a description of units larger than an intonational phrase. While analyses of information structure imply a discourse context that can be contributed to by an interlocutor, I am unaware of any formal theory that incorporates in its description dialog units that have been spoken by another speaker. However, this is the context in which a great deal of speech occurs (including speech with conversational agents.) 3) A functional connection to pragmatic meaning and paralinguistic content likely needs formal description at the contour level, even if component units are narrower. If a narrow description of prosodic events (as ToBI and IPO provide) is responsible for the formal link between intonational phonology and phonetics, analysis of contours will require a compositional description of the phonological units. This, of course, poses significant challenges to data collection by combinatorially increasing the number of examples that may be required for analysis.
Prieto [36] makes similar observations, writing "[t]he separation between the fields of intonational phonology and formal semantics/pragmatics has led to a lack of unified depiction of intonational meaning within the linguistic community.", while highlighting three persistent issues: 1) compositionality relating to the identification of primitives and their composition , 2) duality of structure teasing apart of linguistic and paralinguistic meaning and phonological and phonetic qualities of intonation and 3) context-dependency how lexical and situational context impact intonational meaning.
While, there are still significant gaps in our understanding of how intonation impacts the pragmatic and semantic meaning in discourse and dialog, theory is moving in this direction. There are some formal theoretical frameworks regarding how prosodic aspects integrate with the meaning of an utterance ( [37, 38] ) and some more focused analyses under both Gricean [39, 40] and Post-Gricean [41] pragmatics. Moreover, Prieto highlights an array of research treating intonation as an "integral part of linguistic grammar" and typical findings that intonation is used to encode the modal aspects of propositions. These modal elements are essential to understanding conversation.
There is an opportunity for the technological community to support this as well. The data that is required to support this technology can be used in empirical and theoretical studies, even if it was originally collected for different purposes.
Challenge #4: Develop and Expand Theories of Prosody to Describe Multiple Dimensions of Variation
Prosody is simultaneously communicating information about speaker identity, speaker state, discourse effects and utterance meaning. These information streams are partly orthogonal. A speaker's identity may be reliably "normalized out" of an analysis of utterance meaning, via prominence and phrasing, say, to facilitate speaker-independent analyses. However, it's not clear how qualities like speaker state or discourse effects can (or should be) accounted for. For example, say, high arousal emotions are communicated via increased speaking rate and increased pitch range (e.g. [42] ). But discourse segmentation is also indicated by pitch reset (resetting the pitch range to a wider setting) and increased speaking rate [43, 44] . This raises the question, when a speaker starts speaking faster, louder and at a higher pitch range, should we assume that they have changed emotional state, or introduced a new discourse segment? Moreover, can these various influences be described formally, or must we rely on a functional decomposition? This is related to Prieto's observations about compositionality and duality of structure [36] . This is a challenge for formal theories of prosody. Firstly, it blurs the formal/functional divide by desiring for a formal description of a functional decomposition. However, this is not without precedent. The Fujisaki superpositional model decomposes the influences of the phrase and accent commands [45] . A broader set of decompositions might make a formal analysis possible without prescribing a functional relationship or responsibility to each. However, does a formal description need to be superpositional or can a linear description accommodate the fact that prosody contains multiple informative signals?
There are two theoretical frameworks that are somewhat consistent with this concern. The Superposition of Functional Contours (SFC) model [38] takes an position that surface prosody is a realization of the superposition of contours each of which serve some communicative function. PENTA [46] is related to this, but rather than describing superpositional contours, this theory uses "prosodic encoding schemes" that are analogized to lexical morphemes via compositionality and allophonic variation. However, both of these are functional theories. One risk of relying on a functional theory of prosody comes from the mismatch between the functional classes and instantiations that are described by the theory and those that are required by the technology. It remains an open question as to whether or not a formal theory of prosody can address how multiple aspects of information are communicated prosodically.
The empirical work to develop and test these theories is resource intensive (cf. Section 2.1). Designing an experiment to investigate an interaction of two variables is multiplicatively more cumbersome than a single variable. To investigate a still broader intersection may require an exponential growth in conditions and data requirements. Logistically it would be helpful if such a theory were compatible with standards where there is already a wealth of available labeled data, like, ToBI. This would allow studies to leverage existing labeled data either for hypothesis testing or to serve as partial annotations.
Challenge #5: Increase Understanding of the Prosody of Emerging Bilinguals
Commercially deployed systems are all-but-guaranteed to interact with speech from emerging bilingual (or non-native) speakers. Worldwide, the majority of English speakers are not native speakers. The challenge here is understanding how the prosodic systems of a speaker's native language and spoken language interact. There is theoretical and empirical prosodic work on a wide range of languages. Even focusing only on ToBI, variants exist for dozens of languages [47, 48] . However, models are typically silent on how to describe speech produced by nonnative speakers.
Some theory is critical here for a number of reasons. Emerging bilingual speech is not homogenous. The speaker's specific native language has an impact on their spoken production. Moreover, not all speakers with the same native language are equivalently fluent. The variation inherent in these two dependent variables here can quickly overwhelm even the most thoughtful empirical study.
There is a descriptive work that has been done to investigate the prosody in emerging bilinguals [49, 50, 51, 52, 53] and in bilingual code-switched speech [54] . A good deal of this work has a theoretical foundation [55] , typically this is based around existing language acquisition theories to describe phenomena like language transfer [56] . However, formal theory would be bolstered by being able to describe the prosody of speakers who have learned a language later in life and may have limited proficiency in the use of the language's prosodic inventory. Technological applications that are sensitive to prosody will necessarily interact with emerging bilingual speech, and will need to be robust to its differences from native speech. Theory to promote understanding of what these similarities and differences may be would be especially helpful here.
The Technology
This section describes four specific technological challenges for prosody research: 1) Facilitating the incorporation and investigation of prosody into as many applications as possible (Section 4.1), 2) Evaluating prosodic assignment, where there are multiple "correct" answers (Section 4.2), 3) Remaining relevant to end-to-end models (Section 4.3), and 4) Demonstrating value to speech recognition (Section 4.4),.
Challenge #6: Lower the Barriers to Including Prosody in Applications
The inclusion of prosodic information into a system can incur costs to a research group of any size, whether a single grad student or a major technology company. Without certainty that proper assessment of prosody will improve performance, many groups are (rationally) hesitant to make this investment. This barrier limits participation in prosody research by people in adjacent scientific and technical fields.
There is a lot of research demonstrating all of the information carried by prosodic signals and techniques for how to analyze and synthesize this. This makes adoption of prosodic analysis techniques attractive. The technological challenge for prosody research here is to lower the barrier for entry. There is a need for more and better tools that can analyze the prosodic content of speech. Two tools of note in this space are OpenSmile and AuToBI. Both of these are effective, but neither completely address this challenge.
OpenSmile is a toolkit that facilitates the extraction of acoustic features [57] . It has been extensively used in prosodic and paralinguistic analysis [58] . It operates through two levels of analysis, a set of frame based features termed "low-level descriptors" (LLD) and higher level "functionals" that are applied to these. The LLDs include features like pitch, noise to harmonic ratios, and MFCCs. The functionals include operations like mean, standard deviation, maximum, and quantile measures. Since all functionals can be applied to all LLDs, OpenSmile makes it very easy to extract thousands of acoustic features for exploration. This broad approach has merits, but it can be difficult for a less knowledgable user to know which of these measures will have value.
AuToBI is an toolkit that performs automated ToBI labeling [59] . It operates on an acoustic file, and optionally a description of word boundaries. If word boundaries are not available, AuToBI performs an acoustic-based pseudo-syllable segmentation and annotates these units. The feature extraction is performed internally, but the features used in classification can be exposed to the user. AuToBI treats ToBI labeling as six separate classification tasks: detection of pitch accent, intermediate phrase boundary and intonational phrase boundary, and classification of the tone markings associated with the three events. Classification is performed via the LI-BLINEAR toolkit [60] . Source code is available at https: //github.com/AndrewRosenberg/AuToBI including code for training new models. Pre-trained models are distributed at http://eniac.cs.qc.cuny.edu/andrew/ autobi/.
While AuToBI and OpenSmile are useful tools for prosodic analysis and have both lowered the barriers of entry for an array of investigations still more work is necessary. For example, both tools would benefit interfaces to multiple programming languages. Additionally, AuToBI needs to incorporate recent RNN approaches to ToBI labeling [61] . Similar tools for other annotation standards would allow for broader hypothesis testing.
Challenge #7: Improve the Objective Evaluation of Prosodic Assignment
We understand that given a string of text there are multiple, equally correct ways to produce a sentence. This has implications for how we objectively evaluate performance of a prosodic assignment system. This argument holds whether the target is a categorical value (like a label of prominence or phrasing) or a continuous pitch target. The typical machine learning argument would be to keep a held out set of paired inputs and outputs xi, yi ∈ X, Y that was not used during training. Evaluation of a hypothesized set of labelsŷi = f (xi) is compared to the ground truth yi by some loss function d(ŷi, yi). There is a problem with this for prosodic assignment. The problem is that yi does not represent every correct prosodic assignment given xi, rather it is a single example drawn from a larger set Yi representing every natural prosodic realization of xi. There may be some unobserved y i ∈ Yi where d(ŷi, y i ) < d(ŷi, yi). This property means that the function that needs to be learned by some machine learning algorithm (or even hand crafted rules) isn't a function at all there is no y = f (x) that can be learned. The target, y, is an element of a larger set.
This evaluation issue isn't unique to prosodic assignment. Similar relationships impact machine translation (there are multiple correct translations for any sentence) and document summarization (multiple summaries of a document are equally correct). For these two tasks, measures like BLEU [62] and ROUGE [63] have been developed to provide an objective evaluation measure that has a stronger correspondence with "quality" especially in the condition where there are multiple correct answers. Prosodic assignment (and speech synthesis more broadly) does not, to date, have a similar evaluation measure that is widely used.
One reason that this evaluation issue is more significant currently than in the past is the rise of neural networks that perform these tasks. Due, in part, to their nature as universal approximators, DNNs are prone to overfitting. A common training recipe involves monitoring the loss on a held-out, or development partition of the labeled data, and stopping training when the dev-set loss increases. However, when the element of the dev-set is a poor proxy for subjective quality, this can leave the model undertrained, resulting in less dynamic prosody. In some cases, we have observed that training a model beyond the minimal dev-set loss, a canonical case of "overfitting", results in more natural and expressive prosody. However, strictly minimizing training loss can result in actual overfitting, where the resulting quality is much worse. Without a reliable solution to this problem, we have not published a thorough description of these findings.
Challenge #8: Understand Prosody in End-to-End Speech Synthesis
End to end speech synthesis is accomplished by sequence to sequence modeling, embodied as an encoder-decoder RNN with attention [64, 65] . Such a model simultaneously learns an alignment from characters to audio and learns the mapping from representations learned from the character sequence to the specific acoustic representation. Typically these systems are trained on normalized text (with digits, acronyms and abbreviations expanded), but there is evidence that some text normalizations can be learned directly from data. The output features may be a spectrogram, or vocoder features. This kind of modeling obviates the need for most of the traditional synthesis frontend, eschewing explicit models for grapheme-to-phoneme conversion, linguistic feature extraction, and (critically to this discussion) prosody and duration models.
If prosody can be learned directly from (a sufficient amount of quality) text and paired (though not aligned) speech, is there still value of an explicit prosody model to speech synthesis? If the speech synthesis research community loses interest in the relationship between text and prosody empirical research activity in this space will be reduced. On the other hand, if such a model can advance the state of the art in prosody modeling, something can be learned through inspection of its operation. While neural models can be opaque, there is significant interest and activity in visualization and interpretability of their behaviors.
Currently, the baseline prosodic quality of end-to-end systems is quite natural, particularly on in-domain data. However, there is not a clear mechanism for a user to control the prosody of a given utterance in an end-to-end synthesis framework. This poses a number of research questions regarding the relationship between input representations and resultant prosody. For example, do utterances need to be annotated with specific pitch and duration targets? Can abstract prosodic units (like ToBI labels, or emphasis) provide sufficient control? Can functional annotation, say, generated from a dialog manager, be used instead of formal annotation?
There has already been some work to improving the expressivity of end-to-end systems. Skerry-Ryan et al. [66] learn a fixed length embedding of prosodic content and find that they can transfer the prosody from one utterance to another by keeping this prosodic embedding constant. By conditioning on a prosodic embedding they find that a synthesized segment sounds significantly more like the reference utterance with target expressivity than an unconditioned baseline. However, they discovered that the prosodic transfer also impacted the perceived speaker identity. That is the resulting speech sounds more like the expressive style of the source expression, but it also sounds more like the source speaker. While understandable, this kind of interaction is not present in modular prosodic assignment modules. There is every reason to believe that this new approach to synthesis will continue to pose unforeseen challenges, particularly as it relates to prosody. Hopefully, in addition to improving synthesis quality, addressing these will expand our understanding of the relationship between text and prosody.
Challenge #9: Demonstrate the Value of Prosody to Speech Recognition
In speech synthesis, mapping from text to speech, prosody's value is well understood. Prosodic assignment, predicting prosody from text, is a major component of all synthesis systems and prosody is rightly considered an essential element of synthesis quality.
Speech recognition is the most visible and active applications of speech technology. When mapping from speech to text, the value of prosody has not been so clearly demonstrated. Most systems completely ignore prosody. However, most language acquisition research considers prosody to be an essential and primary component to acquiring speech recognition in humans [67, 68] . Empirical studies have shown clear connections between prosodic content and lexical content -suggesting that prosody is informative for recognition and disambiguation [69, 70] . There have even been a number of studies that have shown that including prosodic information in the acoustic model and language models improves performance [27, 71] .
There are a few reasons that prosodic analysis has not become a fundamental component to speech recognition.
• A historical explanation. Speech recognition's early applications and successes come from recognizing words in isolation [72] . This is followed by recognition of a constrained vocabulary (e.g. [73] ). until finally coming to Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) [74] . Prosody will not be particularly informative to isolated word recognition and its value is still limited in the constrained vocabulary condition. Prosody can provide the most benefit in contexts where disambiguation via prominence, phrasing and even duration is beneficial. These include noisy conditions ad opendomain, conversational speech The disambiguating information communicated prosodically is more valuable to the pronunciation model and language model. However, information that could be used by these modules is generally discarded by the acoustic model. This decision simplifies processing by allowing the pronunciation and language models to operate on well understood categorical units, phones and words. This architecture makes it non-trivial to direct acoustic information to the areas of speech recognition that may benefit from it the most.
• A domain explanation. Prosodic signals, (i.e. intensity, pitch, duration) are, in general, more robust to noise and environmental effects. It is possible that more challenging acoustic conditions, where spectral information is less reliable, will show a greater benefit from prosodic signals. Recognition of multiple speakers in less controlled environments than telephony will also pose challenges to standard acoustic modeling that may be aided by the inclusion of prosodic signals.
• A performance explanation. While there are some studies that have shown that inclusion of prosody helps performance, these have been performed on relatively small datasets. Anecdotally, researchers have reported that these gains do not persist when more data is available. Most commercial systems leverage thousands of hours of transcribed data to train speech recognizers. Demonstrating performance gains on this scale is necessary.
• A redundancy explanation. Prosody might already be represented in some speech recognition systems. It is not uncommon for adjacent acoustic frames to be stacked before generating a posterior for a central frame. If this stacking is large enough, this may capture some suprasegmental context. As one example, the BUT Babel system stacked 21 10ms frames to as input [75] . A 210ms window of analysis certainly covers multiple phones and could capture some prosodic variation. Traditional acoustic models output a phone representation, but in GMM or Hybrid systems these categories are typically context-dependent (CD) phones whose identities are learned from data [76] . It is possible that these CD phones are capturing some correlation with the prosodic context of the phone in addition to the segmental context.
• An evaluation explanation. Speech recognition performance measured using Word Error Rate (WER). Critically, WER does not consider punctuation as a token to be evaluated. In addition to all of its other functions, a good deal of the information that prosody communicates is valuable for identifying punctuation in speech transcripts. However, ground truth transcripts of corpora like Switchboard [77] do not include punctuation. Therefore, systems aren't scored on their ability to correctly segment speech into sentences, or appropriately insert commas, quotation marks, or parentheses. I don't believe there to be a good justification for this decision. Both human and machine consumers of speech transcripts will benefit from punctuated text (e.g. [78] ). It will, for example, make speech transcripts more like text material narrowing the difference between these genre for downstream SLP/NLP tasks. It will make transcripts more readable by humans. There is some evidence that this environment is changing. Google's speech to text API now includes punctuation for US English [79] . While there is no indication that prosody is being used to punctuate these transcripts, there is plenty of evidence to indicate that it would help [80, 81] .
Conclusions
Speech technology has significant gaps in how prosodic information is analyzed, synthesized and understood. 
